Open-circuit-voltage shift of over 0.5 V in organic photovoltaic cells induced by a minor structural difference in alkylic substituents†‡
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The recent surge in the efficiency of organic photovoltaic devices (OPVs) largely hinges on the reduction of energy loss \( (E_{\text{loss}}) \) that leads to improvements in open-circuit voltage \( (V_{\text{OC}}) \). However, there are still many unclarified factors regarding the relationship between the molecular structure and \( V_{\text{OC}} \), hampering the establishment of widely applicable, effective principles for the design of active-layer materials. In this contribution, we examine the origin of the large \( V_{\text{OC}} \) shifts induced by minor structural differences in end-alkylic substituents on a series of anthracene-based p-type compounds. The examined p-type compounds are all highly crystalline, thereby enabling detailed investigation of the molecular packing with X-ray diffraction analysis. At the same time, they are strongly aggregating and hardly soluble; therefore, they are deposited with the aid of a photoprecursor approach which we have been employing for controlled deposition of insoluble acene-based organic semiconductors. The resultant OPVs afford the highest \( V_{\text{OC}} \) of 0.966 V when the end-alkyl groups are 2-ethylbutyl, and the lowest of 0.419 V when n-butyl is used in replacement of 2-ethylbutyl. X-ray diffraction analyses and density-functional-theory calculations indicate a critical impact of the non-slipped herringbone arrangement on the observed large loss in \( V_{\text{OC}} \). This type of molecular arrangement is prohibited when branched alkyl chains are introduced at the ends of linear \( \pi \)-systems, which we consider an important factor contributing to the relatively high \( V_{\text{OC}} \) obtained with the 2-ethylbutyl derivative. These results may serve as a basis of useful molecular-design rules to avoid unnecessary losses in \( V_{\text{OC}} \).

Introduction

The open-circuit voltage \( (V_{\text{OC}}) \) is currently a main limiting factor in the development of organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs). The energy loss \( (E_{\text{loss}}) \), which is the difference between the optical band-gap energy \( (E_g^{\text{opt}}) \) of an active layer and the \( V_{\text{OC}} \) multiplied by the elementary charge \( (eV_{\text{OC}}) \), is rarely smaller than 0.6 eV in OPVs, while it is only 0.3–0.5 eV in higher-efficiency options such as crystalline silicon and perovskite PVs. Accordingly, considerable effort has been devoted to the elucidation of the origin of \( V_{\text{OC}} \) and to the reduction of \( E_{\text{loss}} \). For example, the extensive comparison of a number of different OPVs has offered empirical and semiempirical formulae that correlate \( V_{\text{OC}} \) with the frontier-orbital energies of active-layer compounds. These formulae have been serving as practical guidelines for molecular design toward minimizing \( E_{\text{loss}} \) from the view point of orbital-energy matching. Indeed, studies in this context have led to the finding that the apparent loss from \( E_g^{\text{opt}} \) to charge-transfer-state energy \( (i.e., \text{the driving force for formation of the charge-transfer state}) \) can be reduced to near zero for certain p- and n-type material combinations. Another aspect revealed by previous studies is the critical impact of the microstructure at interfaces such as p/n and active layer/electrode. Among others, Izawa et al. has recently reported that the crystallinity at the donor/acceptor interface affects \( V_{\text{OC}} \), demonstrating a shift by about 0.25 V upon changing the length of alkyl substituents on perylene diimide, a typical n-type material employed in OPVs. In another example, Ran et al. showed that a difference in molecular orientation at the p/n interface led to a \( V_{\text{OC}} \) shift of about 0.15 V in planar heterojunction (PHJ) OPVs. However, there are still open questions regarding the relationship between the molecular structure/packing and \( V_{\text{OC}} \). One question that is seemingly simple, yet remains to be answered is...
about the shift of frontier-orbital energies induced by the minor modification of alkyl substituents. A typical example can be found in the paper by Seo, wherein the ionization energy (IE) was decreased from 4.92 to 4.61 eV upon changing the alkyl groups of a diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based p-type compound from 2-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) to form a p:n-intermixed system. The author assumed that the shift in IE was caused by the difference in packing motif, but detailed analysis was left to be reported. The difference of about 0.3 V in \( V_{OC} \) is significant, being comparable to the non-radiative voltage loss: one of the largest factors unfavourably affecting \( V_{OC} \) in OPVs. Therefore, it is valuable to clarify how such a minor structural difference in substituents causes a major alteration in electronic structure of organic semiconductors.

Meanwhile, we are working on controlled deposition of small-molecule organic semiconductors through a photo-precursor approach. In this approach, an \( \alpha \)-diketone (DK)-type precursor of acene derivative is deposited by a wet process, and then converted to a target compound through the visible-light-induced decarboxylative aromatization in the thin-film state (Fig. 1). As DK derivatives are generally more soluble than corresponding acenes, this technique makes highly crystalline acene derivatives compatible with solution processes without relying on bulky solubilizing groups. Thus, substituents can be designed purely for packing control, which is advantageous in gaining a clear understanding of the relationship between the molecular structure and packing in thin films.

By taking advantage of the photo-precursor approach, this study compares four alkylated derivatives of 2,6-di[2,2'-bithien-5-yl]anthracene (RDBTA; \( R = C_4 \) (n-butyl), \( C_6 \) (n-hexyl), \( C_8 \) (n-octyl), or EB (2-ethylbutyl)) and 2,6-di(2-thienyl)anthracene (DTA) as p-type materials in OPVs (Fig. 2). Each of these crystalline compounds is deposited from a solution of the corresponding DK-type precursor (RDBTADK) and [6,6]-phenyl-C_{21}-butyric acid methyl ester (PC_{71}BM) to form a p:n-intermixed sublayer (i-sublayer) in p–i–n-type devices. Among the resultant OPVs, the highest \( V_{OC} \) of 0.966 V is obtained with EBDDBTA, while the lowest is only 0.419 V with C4DBTA. The origin of this large \( V_{OC} \) shift is investigated by using single-crystal and thin-film X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses in combination with density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations. The results indicate a critical impact of non-snapped \( \pi-\pi \) stacking on the increase in IE, providing a basis of substituent design to avoid unnecessary decreases in \( V_{OC} \).

### Results and discussion

#### Molecular design

This study originated from the observation in our previous work, wherein 2,6-di[5′-(2-ethylhexyl)-2,2′-bithien-5-yl] anthracene (EHDBTA; Fig. S1) gave a slightly higher \( V_{OC} \) as compared to DTA (0.86–0.93 V vs. 0.82–0.89 V) when used as a p-type material in p–i–n-type OPVs. This result was totally unexpected: EHDBTA should have a higher energy level for the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and thus give a lower \( V_{OC} \) than DTA, because of the extension of the \( \pi \)-system with electron-rich thiylene units, and the substitution with electron-donating alkyl groups.

In search of plausible explanations for this previous observation, we decided to examine another alkylated DBTA, EBDDBTA. While EBDDBTA was used as a mixture of stereoisomers regarding the alkyl groups, EBDDBTA does not involve such isomerism, and therefore is more suitable for detailed investigation on solid-state molecular packing. We also designed the derivatives with linear alkyl chains, \( C_4 \), \( C_6 \), and \( C_8 \)DBTA, for systematic evaluation of the effect of alkyl groups.

#### Photovoltaic performance

DTA and RDBTA were evaluated as p-type materials in the i-sublayer of p–i–n-type OPVs. The organic active layers were prepared through the photo-precursor approach according to our previous papers. Specifically, the p-sublayer composed of 2,8-diphenylanthra[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene (PhBADDT) was prepared by spin-coating of the corresponding DK-type photo-precursor (PhBADDTKD) followed by photolithography (Fig. S1). The i-sublayer was then deposited in the same manner using a DTA : PC_{71}BM or RDBTADK : PC_{71}BM (2 : 1, w/w) blend solution instead of PhBADDTKD. The resulting i-sublayers do not fully dissolve due to the insoluble DTA or RDBTA, and thus the n-sublayer could be deposited by simply spin-coating PC_{71}BM on the i-sublayer. Details of device preparation are provided in ESI.

Photovoltaic parameters of the p–i–n OPVs are summarized in Table 1 and the corresponding current-density–voltage (\( J–V \)) curves and external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra are plotted in Fig. 3. As reported in the previous paper, DTA afforded a relatively high \( V_{OC} \) of 0.900 V. Note that the p-sublayer material and cathode buffer in the present work are different from those employed in the previous paper (ESI), which may be the cause of the minor deviation from the previous data. EBDDBTA showed a higher \( V_{OC} \) of 0.966 V, in good agreement with the case of...
EHDBTA mentioned above. This result indicates that the structural difference between 2-ethylhexyl and 2-ethylbutyl makes minimal impact on the electronic structure of the DBTA system in the thin-film state. Apart from the $V_{OC}$, EHDBTA gave a considerably higher short-circuit current density ($J_{SC}$, 6.71 mA cm$^{-2}$) and fill factor (FF, 62.0%) than DTA (2.94 mA cm$^{-2}$ and 55.2%). These differences can be ascribed to the higher light-absorption capability and better film morphology of EBDBTA, as previously reported for EHDBTA.

The DBTA derivatives with linear alkyl substituents gave considerably lower $V_{OC}$: 0.419, 0.499, and 0.602 V for C4, C6, and C8DBTA, respectively. Indeed, the $V_{OC}$ of 0.419 V is less than half of the highest $V_{OC}$ obtained with EBDBTA (0.966 V). Such a large difference in $V_{OC}$ (>0.5 V) has been rarely observed for bulk-heterojunction (BHJ)-type blend films in which molecules are less organized and the effect of molecular structure is rather obscured compared to neat films. Note that the analysis of surface topology with atomic force microscopy has shown that the RDBTA:PC$_{71}$BM blends generally form a smooth surface without large crystallites (root-mean-square roughness < 1 nm, Fig. S2b–c$^\text{†}$), indicating relatively well-mixed nature of these blend films. On the other hand, DTA forms large grains in the blend film with PC$_{71}$BM indicating a significant degree of phase separation as reported in previous papers (Fig. S2a$^\text{†}$).$^{30,32}$ The PCE obtained with EBDBTA reaches 4.02%, an efficiency which compares well with that of the conventional benchmark bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) system comprising poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and PC$_{71}$BM.$^{34}$ This is respectable if one considers the simple, small structure of EBDBTA. By contrast, C4DBTA afforded a PCE of only 1.46% at best. Comparison of C4DBTA with DTA shows that the gain in $J_{SC}$ due to the enhanced light-absorption capability (2.94 $\rightarrow$ 7.20 mA cm$^{-2}$) was mostly cancelled out by the loss in $V_{OC}$ (0.900 $\rightarrow$ 0.419 V).

The above results confirm that the high $V_{OC}$ for EHDBTA can be reproduced with the more crystalline derivative EBDBTA. In addition, it has turned out that the DBTA derivatives having linear end-alkyl groups afford significantly lower $V_{OC}$. It should also be noted that $V_{OC}$ increases with the elongation of the linear end-alkyl chains: 0.419, 0.499, and 0.602 V for C4, C6, and C8DBTA. We will investigate the origin of these observations in the following sections.

**Photovoltaic properties**

As the first step of the investigation, we measured the HOMO energies of the DBTA derivatives. Note here that the term “HOMO” is expanded to describe electronic properties of molecular thin films or molecular aggregates, and the HOMO energy in the thin-film state ($\text{HOMO}_{\text{film}}$) is defined as negated IE ($i.e., \text{HOMO}_{\text{film}} = -\text{IE}$). The IE is measured with photoelectron spectroscopy in air (PESA) (Fig. S3$^\text{†}$). As summarized in Table 2, EBDBTA showed the deepest HOMO$_{\text{film}}$ of $\sim$5.39 eV, and DTA gave a slightly higher value of $\sim$5.36 eV. On the other hand, C4, C6, and C8DBTA showed considerably higher values of $\sim$4.91, $\sim$5.00, and $\sim$5.02 eV, respectively. The dependency of HOMO$_{\text{film}}$ on the structure of alkyl groups matches very well with that of $V_{OC}$ in the p–i–n OPVs.

---

**Table 1** Photovoltaic parameters of the p–i–n OPVs$^{a,b,c}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-Type material</th>
<th>$J_{SC}$/cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$/V</th>
<th>FF/%</th>
<th>PCE/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTA</td>
<td>2.94 (3.08 ± 0.39)</td>
<td>0.900 (0.854 ± 0.037)</td>
<td>55.2 (47.2 ± 5.5)</td>
<td>1.46 (1.23 ± 0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBDBTA</td>
<td>6.71 (6.61 ± 0.08)</td>
<td>0.966 (0.960 ± 0.004)</td>
<td>62.0 (60.4 ± 1.8)</td>
<td>4.02 (3.84 ± 0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4DBTA</td>
<td>7.20 (7.02 ± 0.12)</td>
<td>0.419 (0.421 ± 0.002)</td>
<td>48.3 (48.2 ± 0.5)</td>
<td>1.46 (1.42 ± 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6DBTA</td>
<td>7.19 (7.09 ± 0.27)</td>
<td>0.499 (0.501 ± 0.009)</td>
<td>56.2 (53.2 ± 2.4)</td>
<td>2.02 (1.89 ± 0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8DBTA</td>
<td>6.83 (6.89 ± 0.09)</td>
<td>0.602 (0.595 ± 0.004)</td>
<td>54.1 (52.4 ± 1.0)</td>
<td>2.22 (2.15 ± 0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ Data of best-PCE cells followed by average of six cells in parentheses. $b$ Measured under simulated AM1.5G illumination at 100 mW cm$^{-2}$. $c$ Active-layer structure: [PhBADT/(DTA or RDBTA):PC$_{71}$BM/PC$_{71}$BM].

---

**Fig. 3** Photovoltaic response of the p–i–n OPVs. (a) $J$–$V$ curves; (b) EQE spectra. Data are of the best-performing cells in each entry shown in Table 1. The $J$–$V$ measurements were performed under simulated AM1.5G illumination at 100 mW cm$^{-2}$. Active-layer structure: [PhBADT/(DTA or RDBTA):PC$_{71}$BM/PC$_{71}$BM].
We also measured the oxidation potentials of the five p-type compounds in solution by differential pulse voltammetry (DPV). Although the compounds are hardly soluble in common solvents, they dissolve in o-dichlorobenzene/benzonitrile (9 : 1, v/v) barely enough for detecting oxidation peaks (Fig. S4). As listed in Table 2, the oxidation peak potential ($E_{\text{pox}}$) of DTA was determined as 0.62 V vs. the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc⁺) reference, while all the DBTA derivatives showed $E_{\text{pox}}$ of 0.43–0.44 V. This observation is reasonable in terms of the relationship between molecular and electronic structures; namely, the extension of π-system from DTA to DBTA causes decrease in oxidation potential (i.e., increase in HOMO level), and the difference of alkyl substituents poses little effects on the easiness of oxidation.

The PESA and DPV measurements have revealed that the linear and branched alkyl substituents induce significantly different degrees of perturbation in the electronic structure of DBTA upon condensation from a solution to a solid. This effect can be seen in the photoabsorption spectra of thin films as well: the shapes of spectra are different between EDBDTA and the other DBTA derivatives especially at shorter wavelengths below 400 nm, although the absorption onsets are similar regardless of alkyl groups (Fig. 4 and Table 2). Importantly, the strong correlation between the $V_{\text{OC}}$ and HOMO$\text{_{film}}$ among all the five p-type compounds suggests that the shifts in $V_{\text{OC}}$ are mostly due to the interactions between molecules of the same kind rather than those at the p/n and active layer/electrode interfaces.

### Table 2 Optoelectronic properties of DTA and the DBTA derivatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>HOMO$\text{_{film}}$/eV</th>
<th>$E_{\text{pox}}$/V</th>
<th>$E_{\text{g}}$/eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTA</td>
<td>−5.36</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDBDTA</td>
<td>−5.39</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4DBTA</td>
<td>−4.91</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6DBTA</td>
<td>−5.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8DBTA</td>
<td>−5.02</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*HOMO in the thin-film state determined from the IE measured by PESA. Potential of the first oxidation peak measured by DPV. Values are vs. the Fe/Fc⁺ redox couple. Absorption-onset energy of thin films.

---

**Molecular packing in single crystals**

We then investigated molecular packing by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. Single crystals of EB, C4, and C6DBTA suitable for the measurement were obtained by exposing the DK-type precursors in o-dichlorobenzene to weak light such that the target compounds were generated and crystallized out slowly. Unfortunately, single crystals of C8DBTA could not be obtained despite multiple trials under different conditions. The single-crystal structure of DTA is available in literature. In the following discussion, we concentrate on DTA, EDBDTA, and C6DBTA for simplicity. C4DBTA packs similarly to the other DBTA derivatives as depicted in Fig. S5. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction parameters and thermal ellipsoid plots are shown in Table S1 and Fig. S6.

Comparison between DTA and EDBDTA revealed a clear difference in packing of π-frameworks: while the two compounds both crystallized in the herringbone motif, DTA molecules packed straight without a longitudinal slip, but EDBDTA molecules formed a slipped stacking motif (Fig. 5a and b). Calculations at the PBE/PBE/6-31G(d) level of theory suggested that this difference might cause an appreciable impact on the electronic structure of molecules in the solid state (Fig. 6). When calculations were performed on isolated molecules in the single-crystal X-ray structures, DTA gave a lower HOMO level (−4.39 eV) than EDBDTA (−4.30 eV) as expected. However, for extended packing structures along the herringbone stack, the HOMO energy of DTA quickly increased with the number of molecules than that of EDBDTA. As a result, DTA showed a higher HOMO energy (−4.11 eV) than EDBDTA (−4.14 eV) already at the stage of 7 molecules. In addition, the difference between these two compounds kept increasing at least up to the point of 13 molecules. Thus, it seemed that the high $V_{\text{OC}}$ observed with EDBDTA could be explained by the packing motif in the single-crystalline state.

It turned out, however, that the same argument was not applicable to the case of C6DBTA. Single-crystal XRD analysis
Calculated HOMO energies for single and sets of molecules in the single-crystal X-ray structures of DTA, EBDBTA, and C6DBTA. Calculations were performed at the PBEPBE/6-31G(d) level of theory.

Molecular packing in thin films

We performed out-of-plane XRD analysis also on neat films of DTA and EBDBTA to see if there are any differences in molecular packing between single crystals and thin films. The resultant diffraction profiles of DTA, EBDBTA, and C6DBTA are plotted in Fig. 7, while those of C4 and C8DBTA are shown in Fig. S7.† For DTA, relatively strong X00 diffractions are apparent, and thus molecules of this compound tend to stack in an end-on mode with clear repeating order in the out-of-plane direction of the film (see Fig. 5 for the corresponding crystal plane). In addition, a closer look reveals a small peak that can be assigned as the 020 diffraction, which indicates that the ordered herringbone motif exists as well in the film. Therefore, it can be assumed that DTA molecules maintain the single-crystal packing motif both the longitudinal and lateral molecular axes in the thin-film state, although the orientation of crystallites seems random.

The situation is similar for EBDBTA; namely, the 00X and 21–1 diffractions indicate the ordered arrangements along the longitudinal and lateral molecular axes are both maintained in the film. In contrast, the C6DBTA film does not show the 00X peaks, while the 211 diffraction is still observable. This indicates that the herringbone motif exists, but the longitudinal molecular arrangement is random. Based on this observation and other results described in the earlier sections, we postulate that the randomness in longitudinal slip has led to the high HOMO level of C6DBTA. This randomness can certainly include the non-slipped arrangement or similar that induces significant increase of the HOMO level as in the case of DTA. On the other hand, EBDBTA cannot adopt such an arrangement because of the steric demand associated with the branched alkyl groups, and thus its HOMO level stays relatively low in the thin film state.

The differences in HOMO level among C4, C6, C8DBTA may be explained by the degree of randomness along the longitudinal molecular axis, too. It is expected that longer alkyl chains would bring about stronger intermolecular interactions that facilitate the formation of a thermodynamically stable, ordered arrangement (i.e., the slipped-herringbone packing for C4 and C6DBTA) during the preparation of thin films. Therefore, C6DBTA must have lower randomness and thus less chances to form non-slipped herringbone arrangement than C4DBTA, leading to a somewhat attenuated increase of the HOMO energy. Although the single-crystal X-ray structure is unknown, the same discussion seems valid for C8DBTA as well, considering that the length of end-alkyl groups does not cause critical changes in overall packing motif for many small molecules.36 Accordingly, the HOMO level is expected to decrease slightly in the order of C4 > C6 > C8DBTA, which is in accordance with the experimental observation.

Conclusions

This contribution has demonstrated that a minor structural modification of alkyl groups in an active-layer compound can cause a significant change in V_OC. Spectroscopic analyses have indicated that the change in V_OC originates from the difference in intermolecular interactions between the same kind of molecules, rather than the hetero-interactions at p/n or active-layer/electrode interfaces. The single crystal XRD data show that DTA and EB, C4, C6DBTA all adopt the herringbone packing; however, DTA is different from the other compounds in terms of the packing motif along the longitudinal molecular axis (i.e., slipped vs. non-slipped packing). This aspect can explain the unexpected similarity in V_OC between DTA and EBDBTA. On the other hand, the out-of-plane thin-film XRD analysis has revealed that the degree of ordering along the
longitudinal molecular axis is different between EBDBTA and the other DBTA derivatives. This latter aspect can explain the exceptionally high $V_{OC}$ of EBDBTA among the four DBTA derivatives.

All these observations point toward the importance of avoiding the herringbone packing with non-slipped stacking along the $\pi$-extended framework. This molecular arrangement leads to significant increase of the HOMO level and thus decrease in $V_{OC}$. Having bulky substituents such as branched alkyl chains is effective for avoiding the non-slipped herringbone packing. Note here that similar observations can be found in previous papers, but to our knowledge detailed investigation has not been reported, probably because of the low crystalinity of employed materials that obscures molecular packing. In contrast, the compound employed in the present study are crystalline such that single-crystal and thin-film XRD analyses can be conducted without difficulties. The knowledge obtained here will serve as a useful guideline in the molecular design of organic semiconductors for OPVs or other optoelectronic applications.
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